Troutfest 2019
Demonstrations: On the water
Demo: Saturday 11:30 - 12:30 Instructor Mr. Dayle Mazzarella
Slackline, Mending, and Curve Casts on the water
Dayle will demonstrate a dozen or so casts that help create drag free drift in various current conditions.
These cast catch more fish!! If the observer wishes to work on these casts sign up for our Trout class
Saturday at 9:00 - 11:00 & Sunday at 1:00 3:00
Demo: Saturday 1:00 - 2:00 Instructor Mr. Jeff Ferguson
Roll Casting on the water.
Jeff will be demonstrating the art of making a good roll cast when wading.

Demo: Sunday 11:00 - 12:30 Instructor Mr. Gary Davison
Introduction to Spey Casting on the water.
Gary will demonstrate both single hand and two handed Spey Casts on the water. Anyone wanting to
learn about Spey Casting will enjoy this class.

Troutfest 2019
Class Room under Pavilion by Fly Casting Field.
Would need a few tables with chairs for those who attend these classes if available.
Class: Nymph Rigging - Instructor Mr. Dayle Mazzarella
Saturday 3:00 - 4:00
Sunday 11:00 - 12:00
Dayle will discuss and demonstrate various nymph rigging systems. These Systems allow anglers to fish
subsurface with various water current speeds and bottom structure conditions.
Class: Lines, Rods, & Reel selection - Instructor Mr. Gary Davison
Saturday 11:00 - 12:00
Sunday 9:00 - 10:00
Gary will help the participant make more informed choices when selecting
rods, reels, and fly lines.
Class: Knot Tying - Instructor Mr. Mike Wright
Saturday 10:00 - 11:00
Class: Knot Tying - Instructor Mr. Mike Wright
Sunday 1:00 - 2:00

Mike will cover knots from tying backing on to the reel to tying on the fly. Major emphasis will be on the nail knot,
perfection loop, surgeons knot, blood knot, clinch knot and improved clinch knot. All tying material is provided in
kits for the students.

